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Active transmit/receive (T/R) modules are the essential elements for the construction of Active Phased array elements with 
a broad range of applications for Active Phased Array Radars (APAR), communications and EW systems. The complex 
mechanical design of the MMICs and their integration into the T/R module calls for a comprehensive analytical approach to 
thermal management the success of which will determine the realization of the active aperture radar system. Now, in the 
design of the heat control system for the antenna array as a whole, one should also take into consideration that any variation 
of temperature across the array face is likely to induce errors in the phases of the electromagnetic fields at the radiating 
elements due to the temperature sensitivity of the active devices used in the T/R modules. It has been found that systematic 
temperature variation across the array face has a higher level of impact on the radiation pattern than the random temperature 
variation. Therefore before the design of the thermal control is initiated it is necessary to specify the maximum permissible 
temperature at the surface of any single T/R module, the maximum allowable systematic and random variation across the 
array face. 
The aim of thermal design is to keep the temperature on the various part of the active antenna array including T/R modules 
to a safe operating value by  reducing the heat flux density especially in the vicinity of the power amplifier MMIC and at the 
heat transfer surface. Since the T/R module package has to be accurately aligned to couple with antenna radiating element 
and securely positioned mechanically to the supporting structure at the back of the array, it is possible to force either the 
base or the lid of the T/R module to be in contact with the back-up structure and provide the necessary high thermal 
conductivity path from the module to a larger surface from where the heat transfer can be affected. 
Thermal analysis methods can be categorized into two general approaches, namely, numerical and analytical. Numerical 
methods can be applied to structures of regular or irregular geometries. For a CAD system, pure numerical methods (finite 
difference, finite elements or boundary elements) should be preferred. Numerically, the structure dimensions are not suited 
for three-dimensional computations unless a large amount of CPU memory and time are used. The analytical approach 
involves the search for an exact analytical solution for structures with regular geometries. The structure may be further 
divided into semi-finite, cylindrical, and rectangular geometries. Of the rectangular geometries, single layer, two layer, three 
layer and four layer structures with surface heat sources can be analyzed. For the multiple-layer structures each layer is 
assumed to have the same lateral dimensions. 
This paper gives the analytical solution for the one dimensional non-linear non-homogeneous steady-state heat transfer 
equation by assuming suitable initial value and boundary conditions. The active antenna has been configured as a multiple-
layer rectangular structure from the MMIC power amplifier (heat source) level to the surface of the antenna level so that the 
temperature solution inside every layer and the transportation of heat flux from one layer to the next can be determined. The 
left and right hand sides of the antenna surface are insulated. The heat is flowing from the active heat source into subsequent 
layers at a constant rate. In order to generalize the temperature distribution across the entire surface of the antenna 
containing large number of active radiating elements, an arbitrary elemental surface having four [2 x2] elements (heat 
sources) is chosen. The temperature and heat flux is continuous at interfaces between layers. Finally, to complete the 
problem formulation, we specify that the starting time is 0 and we want to study the heat distribution during the first few 
seconds (RF pulse duration).The heat transfer equation is solved analytically by using the method of separation of variables 
assuming suitable boundary conditions and thermal conductivities for different layers. 
 
 


